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Goals
“It is the goal of the Publishing Working Group to provide, in concert with other
W3C Groups … to make the combination of traditional publishing and the Web
complete in terms of the readers’ needs, portability, distribution, archiving,
offline access, or reliable cross referencing. In short, all publications—with all
their specificities and traditions—should become first-class entities on the
Web, as Web Publications.”

https://www.w3.org/2017/04/publ-wg-charter/#goals
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We are Document-oriented
●
●

●

The main focus of traditional publishers is documents and publications, or
collections of documents.
Apps and operating systems are incidentals. We may create Learning
Management Systems and platforms to distribute our products, but the focus is
the documents.
“Web of Documents” once described the Web. “Content is King” is a phrase
frequently used about publishing.
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State of the World Today
●
●
●

●

EPUB (and PDF) solve many of these problems
But… the publications are off the Web
How does this impact the user experience? A basic hyperlink takes a user out of
the publication. There often isn’t even a back button. This is sometimes called
“immersive reading”, but shouldn’t it be the reader’s choice? Should a user
encountering a bibliography have the same “immersive” experience as a reader
of The Underground Railroad?
EPUB has some of its own issues (XML reliance, limited support, authoring,
silos, cross-references)
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Not everything is in EPUB
●
●
●
●
●

Many people think about trade fiction and maybe text books when they hear
about publishing.
What about scholarly journals? Magazines? News? Corporate documentation?
And, yes textbooks?
In many cases, there is an HTML version, and going offline means PDF. In the
world of scholarly publishing, the “document of record” is the PDF.
Issues such as citations and archiving for scholarly publishing have prevented
the adoption of EPUB.
Ease of authoring is an issue that has probably prevented adoption of EPUB at a
smaller scale
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Journal Articles are HTML or PDF
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What’s the problem?
●

●
●
●

Citations refer to PDF “document of record” or one of several methods of
HTML referencing. (Remember people are hired and tenured based on number
of citations.)
Navigation is a layer added to the site. It’s different for each publisher’s
platforms. Is it accessible? How does the user access navigation?
Offline experience? PDF only. (Try that on a small screen device…)
Data, which is often the only part of the paper that people care about, is not
part of the PDF. This is especially relevant in the Open Access world.
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The Missing Link
Publications are a logical whole that may be assembled from numerous web
resources. The web is organized around web pages, but there isn’t a natural way to
describe a collection of resources as a whole:
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Basic Requirements
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Addressability: one URL to access the publication, the collection of documents
Components: what resources are part of the publication?
Sequence: what is the default order of the primary resources?
Metadata: how to describe the whole rather than the parts
Personalization: how to allow the reader to adjust the publication’s
presentation to suit their needs
Annotations: readers want to highlight, comment, bookmark
Offline: the state of the network should not control the user experience
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Some Sample EPUBs
●
●
●

●

Substation Automation Systems http://www.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-1118987209.html
Applied English Phonology http://www.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-1118944526.html
The Bedforf Guide for College Writers
http://www.macmillanlearning.com/catalog/Product/bedfordguideforcollegewriterswithreaderresearchmanualandha
ndbook-eleventhedition-kennedy
The Official Guide for GMAT® 2017 https://gmat.wiley.com/course/index/id/119
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What’s the first thing you noticed?
Those links go to places to buy the books!
These books do not “live” on the Web.
What happens when a user wants a publication to interact with the Web?
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Journal of Quantum Chemistry
PDF

HTML
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Web of STEM?
●
●

●

MathML is a W3C standard.
Publishers, ebook reading systems, journals
platforms rely on MathJax. Without
MathJax, we would be forced to revert to
images. EPUB systems that do not allow for
JavaScript all use images. Often the image
descriptions are still provided by “"
MathJax.
It’s not enough. What’s missing?
○
○
○

Elementary math.
Chemistry.
Support.
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Hyperlinks
This link in a “Further Reading” section of
Substation Automation opens the user’s default
browser.
How does the user get back to the book?
How does this shift focus for a user of AT?
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What about basic Web Functionality?
Some CSS hacks from the Writer’s Guide:

<p id="bed000999"
class="ch2-indent-anofon">&#8220;There is
nothing funny, boys,...<span
class="ch2-line_number">5</span> ..</p>
<p >He constantly sprinkled ...<span
class="ch2-line_number">6</span>
.ch2-line_number
{text-indent: 0em; text-align: right; width: 7%;
margin: 0.4em -9% auto auto; padding: 0em;
font-size: 90%; display: inline-block; float: right;}
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Unicode support
From Applied English Phonology
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Interactivity can be a challenge
Security concerns and being offline mean that
JavaScript is often not supported.

From the GMAT Test Prep book:

EPUB does not require scripting support, so often
publishers do not include it.
EPUB supports scripting, but is often disabled by
Reading Systems before display on platforms that
are actually scripting-capable.
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Implementation issues due to gaps in OWP
EPUB Reading systems need to extend the OWP in
order to meet user needs. This can cause
implementation problems.
●

●

●

Pagination—reading systems often polyfill
pagination using CSS multi-column layout. But
this has a side effect of breaking media
queries, and interfering with JS execution.
Personalization—reading systems need to
implement user font choice, night modes, etc.
This can interfere with author CSS, and
inappropriately invert image color spaces.
Notes. iBooks nicely pops up footnotes, but
without defined behaviors, other reading
systems break, and a11y is compromised.
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Prior Art (aka Opportunities for Reuse)
Components: service worker scope, Web App Manifest scope, EPUB <manifest>
Sequence: link rel=prev/next, EPUB <spine>, HTML <nav> element
Personalization: browser reading modes, ARIA Personalization efforts
Annotations: Web Annotations
Offline: service workers, appcache, local storage
Array of objects: Window.frames
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More Prior Art, from XML and HTML
XInclude

<book>
<title>Moby-Dick</title>
<xi:include href=”chapter-01.xml”/>
<xi:include href=”chapter-02.xml”/>
<xi:include href=”chapter-02.xml”/>
</book>
HTML Imports

<link rel="import" href="c001.html">
<link rel="import" href="c002.html">
<link rel="import" href="c003.html">
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Recent Efforts
●

EPUB BFF (Browser-friendly format)—EPUB, unzipped, with JSON package
document describing components, sequence, and metadata
○

●

Readium Web Publication Manifest—similar to BFF
○

●

●

Currently a sandbox experiment

HTML First/EPUB Zero—sequence defined with HTML <nav> rather than
JSON or XML
○

●

IDPF deferred because of pending relationship with W3C

A thought experiment

IIIF presentation API—for images, but addresses issues of sequence &
metadata.
Many online journals and magazines present one HTML article at a time from a
Table of Contents.
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Web Publications
●
●
●
●

Address components, sequence, and metadata with JSON manifest.
Web Publications includes the Infoset (https://w3c.github.io/wpub/#infoset).
TBD: does this work with Web App Manifest?
WP must be offline-able: TBD: does this work with Service Workers?
How does a UA process the publication as a whole?
○
○

The user should be able to search a whole book, not just the current chapter.
Pagination should done across a whole journal, not just one article (as the publisher sees fit).
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Documents are not Applications
●
●
●
●

Web of Documents and the Web Operating System.
Web Apps vs Documents: it’s not a problem if an app carries all the code,
including a service worker.
Publishing’s central paradigm is the document, and publishers do not want the
weight of complex JavaScript in every publication.
See Lifecycle (https://w3c.github.io/wpub/#wp-lifecycle)
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